
 

&KEYMACRO Set the user to K. &END &PRIVCLASS The PRIVCLASS macro is used for creating and maintaining a class of privileges that will be assigned to a user for certain actions that are performed on the database. &EACL This macro provides an access control list (ACL). The ACL is used to control who can access the database using the database user account. The
ACL allows an administrator to restrict access to the user database. ACL Entry: &EACL &EACLACCESS "&ACCESSION" "&ACCESSGRANT" "&ACCESSCONTROL" "&SORTFULL" "&NOBLOCKS" "&INDEX" "&FILEPROTECTION" "&CONTROL" "&SELECT" "&UPDATE" "&DATETIME" "&DATEMODIFY" "&GRANT" "&RESTRICT" "&REMOTE"
&EACLSESS &EACLACCESS "&ACCESSION" "&ACCESSGRANT" "&ACCESSCONTROL" "&SORTFULL" "&NOBLOCKS" "&INDEX" "&FILEPROTECTION" "&CONTROL" "&SELECT" "&UPDATE" "&DATETIME" "&DATEMODIFY" "&GRANT" "&RESTRICT" "&REMOTE" &EACLACCESS "&ACCESSION" "&ACCESSGRANT"
"&ACCESSCONTROL" "&SORTFULL" "&NOBLOCKS" "&INDEX" "&FILEPROTECTION" "&CONTROL" "&SELECT" "&UPDATE" "&DATETIME" "&DATEMODIFY" "&GRANT" "&RESTRICT" "&REMOTE" &EACLSESS &EACLACCESS "&ACCESSION" "&ACCESSGRANT" "&ACCESSCONTROL" "&SORTFULL" "&NOBLOCKS" "&INDEX"
"&FILEPROTECTION" "&CONTROL" "&SELECT" "&UPDATE" "&DATETIME" "&DATEMODIFY" "&GRANT" "& 70238732e0 naalo nenu book by bhanumathi
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The Keymacro program is useful for Windows users who wish to add support for Windows keyboard input on third party applications that cannot be controlled using the keyboard. Many Windows applications cannot be controlled using the keyboard, but they can be controlled with the keyboard if Keymacro is used. Many programs cannot accept input via the keyboard, which
forces the user to resort to mouse operations, or they cannot accept keystrokes at all. These programs include Outlook Express, Internet Explorer, and other programs that have a focus window, as well as some old DOS and OS/2 programs. To add support for keyboard input for these types of programs, Keymacro is a necessary tool. Keymacro allows programs to accept
keystrokes directly, and to control them via a virtual keyboard. Keymacro can be used for many applications, and is certainly not just for Internet Explorer. Examples of other applications where it can be used include, the Windows calculator and the Windows Calendar, in addition to other applications that utilize a focus window. Help contents are not provided, yet seeing how
easy it is to use the program, it becomes clear that they are not actually needed. In conclusion, Keymacro is a useful piece of software that enables you to use your keyboard to control third party programs that cannot be controlled using the keyboard. KEYMACRO Description: The Keymacro program is useful for Windows users who wish to add support for Windows keyboard
input on third party applications that cannot be controlled using the keyboard. Many Windows applications cannot be controlled using the keyboard, but they can be controlled with the keyboard if Keymacro is used. Many programs cannot accept input via the keyboard, which forces the user to resort to mouse operations, or they cannot accept keystrokes at all. These programs
include Outlook Express, Internet Explorer, and other programs that have a focus window, as well as some old DOS and OS/2 programs. To add support for keyboard input for these types of programs, Keymacro is a necessary tool. Keymacro allows programs to accept keystrokes directly, and to control them via a virtual keyboard. Keymacro can be used for many applications,
and is certainly not just for Internet Explorer. Examples of other applications where it can be used include, the Windows calculator and the Windows Calendar, in addition to other applications that utilize a focus window. Help contents are not provided, yet seeing how easy it is to use the program, it becomes clear that they are not actually needed. http://gecko-
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